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Treasure type is assigned based on the type of monster and their
general behaviour.

None: Some creatures don’t have a fixed lair and don’t collect
shiny baubles (bear, giant bee, giant beetle, boar, large cat, centaur,
giant centipede, giant crab, crocodile, elephant, giant fish, giant
goat, golem, hellhound, horse, ifrit, jinni, invisible stalker, jinni,
giant lizard, marid, pegasus, pixie, giant scorpion, sea serpent,
shark, skeleton, giant snake, giant squid, swamp crane, giant toad,
unicorn, giant weasel, wolf, giant worm, zombie). They have no
treasure.

Poor: Intelligent creatures that live in ruins, finding the things
others have left behind (giant apes, doppelgänger, frogling, gar-
goyle, gnoll, goblin, kappa, lycanthrope, minotaur, myconid, nixie,
giant spider, treant). These have very little treasure. Average value: 1164 gp.

Average: Creatures that live in settlements (halfling, human,
lizard people, warlocks). These have a lot of silver and gold coins,
but few platinum coins, gems, jewelry, or magic items. Average value: 1934 gp.

Rich: Creatures that get presents from others (giant, gnome,
rakshasa, vampire). They have a lot of coin but also gems, jewelry
and magic items. Average value: 8012 gp.

Robber: Creatures that rob merchants and travellers (ettin, hob-
goblin, manticore, ogre, orc, troll). They tend to have a lot of silver
and gold coins, and some gems, but few jewelry, magic items and
no platinum coins. Average value: 3940 gp.

Ancient: Creatures that are remnants of ancient empires (elf,
spectre). These have mostly platinum coins, gems, jewelry and
magic items. Average value: 4010 gp.

Scout: Creatures travelling in small groups (bugbear, tengu).
These may have some magic items and some platinum coins, but
very little else. Average value: 1332 gp.

Terror: Creatures with magical powers cursing the land (basilisk,
chimera, gorgon, harpy, hydra, medusa, naga, salamander, shadow).
These treasures have a lot of magic items because of all the failed
heroes that tried to kill them. Average value: 5017 gp.

Dead: The graves yield what people bury with their dead,
mostly coins and jewelry (creeper, ghoul, mummy, wight, wraith). Average value: 1890 gp.

The following monsters have unique treasures:
Dragon: They actively seek out treasure, destroying settlements

of others and looting them. And their servants bring them gifts.
They have everything. Average value: 49 285 gp.

Dwarf: They actively seek out treasure, digging deep and plun-
dering as they go. They also have everything. Average value: 20 380 gp.


